TEMPE ARTS PARK - RECOMMENDATIONS
Tempe Arts Park is arguably as underutilized as Tempe Beach Park. It is empty apart from special events. Its
rolling landscape is attractive, but isn’t compelling enough to draw visitors on its own. The beautiful Tempe Center
for the Arts on one end of the park should be an anchor; however, the arts center is isolated and its lone gallery is
interesting but not enough by itself to draw crowds of daily visitors.
Revitalizing Tempe Arts Park will be more challenging than Tempe Beach Park. It is further from downtown’s
office and residential populations and isn’t a convenient walk from anywhere but the houses across Rio Salado
Parkway, on either side of Lakeside Drive (which itself is disconnected from the rest of Tempe).
However, it presents an unusual opportunity to create a destination unlike any other in the southwestern United
States, and one that is in line with the City of Tempe’s Cultural Master Plan.
The City of Tempe, in partnership with the Downtown Tempe Authority and Arizona State University, should
create a new arts-centered park in Tempe Arts Park with the existing Tempe Center for the Arts as its hub. This
new partnership would develop a world-class, outdoor art and sculpture exhibition space, on the scale of Seattle’s
Olympic Sculpture Park. Unlike that park, however, Tempe Arts Park would feature intimately-scaled rooms for
smaller exhibitions and programming, in addition to its signature pieces of art. It would also lean more toward
rotating exhibitions, so local residents have a reason to visit again and again. Other programmatic elements
would include sculpted landscape art and a pavilion for TCA-affiliated performances. The pavilion could double
as a shade structure, and smaller structures and trees would provide shade throughout the park; along the lake, a
modified promenade would extend from the TCA all the way to Rural Road.
Also unlike any sculpture park we are aware of, the new Tempe Arts Park would feature large studios for sculpting
and metalworking, a foundry, and other facilities where artists could create the work that would later be displayed
in the park. These buildings would be located on the edge of the park along Rio Salado Parkway and also include
indoor exhibition space, office space, and retail/restaurant space.
In addition, the Tempe Arts Park partnership would develop new buildings surrounding the Tempe Center for
the Arts that would house office and rehearsal space for performing arts organizations, office space for arts
advocacy groups, rooms for private and small group instruction in music and the visual arts, artist studios, and
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additional space for the programming and educational activities of the groups associated with the TCA. They could
even house a youth conservatory. Of course, there would need to be a shared parking facility built as part of this
development, which would serve not only the new buildings but audiences for TCA performances.
The project would also create a new greenway and “arts walk” along the south side of Rio Salado Parkway that
acts as an extension of the Arts Park and creates pedestrian and bicycle connections between Tempe Arts Park, the
neighborhood to the south, and downtown. This greenway should be planned so it can eventually be incorporated
into an interpretive trail system that ultimately reaches from the Tempe Center for the Arts, through the Tempe
Commons, and east along Rio Salado Parkway until it intersects with the planned ASU pedestrian connector from
the State Farm campus, through the sports complex, and into the main campus.
To make the “arts walk” successful, the Tempe Arts Park partnership should
•

Build a consistent minimum 20 foot wide sidewalk along both sides of Rio Salado Parkway.

•

Front all new uses on Rio Salado in order to activate the walking experience (but create secondary entrances
from the park as well).

•

Incorporate interpretive plantings and art pieces that will lead pedestrians into the Tempe Arts Park
experience beyond.

The redevelopment of the existing green space would
•

Create a massive outdoor sculpture and arts park serving both the region as a whole and the local citizens
of Tempe.

•

Activate the northern edge of Rio Salado Parkway with newly developed, arts-related buildings that open
onto both Rio Salado Parkway and Tempe Arts Park.

•

Develop the southern edge of Rio Salado Parkway into an extension of the permanent collection in the
Arts Park as a revolving landscape exhibition, sculpture park, and interpretive garden; this would enhance
connectivity to downtown and the Farmer Avenue corridor.

•

Improve and diversify the offerings in the Tempe Center for the Arts, drawing more people more
frequently.

•

Integrate the TCA into the daily lives of Tempeans by locating organizations that give lessons or put on
amateur performances into a “community arts campus.”

TEMPE ARTS PARK - IMPLEMENTATION
Creating a world-class sculpture Park at Tempe Arts Park will be a long and difficult process, but one that will be
justified by the results. This sculpture park would serve as the outdoor museum for a new Tempe arts “campus”
with the Tempe Center for the Arts at its nucleus. Satellite buildings would house rehearsal and office spaces for
arts-driven businesses and nonprofits, and sculpture workshops along Rio Salado would allow visitors to see art
getting made and give visiting artists convenient places to create their work.
The project will almost certainly require the formation of a new nonprofit entity with 501(c)(3) status—that status
will help the organization receive charitable contributions from other foundations and make it eligible for many
grants. This nonprofit would be in charge of d eveloping and operating the arts campus in general, including the
sculpture park. This entity would ideally include board representatives from the City of Tempe, Arizona State
University, and the Downtown Tempe Authority, but none of those three entities is probably going to take the lead
role in implementing the project.
Creating the new Tempe Arts Park will require a lot of traditional fundraising, and if the City, university, and
downtown business community agree that the vision of a world-class sculpture park is a worthy one to pursue, the
first step is identifying a local philanthropist willing to champion this project. Apart from dedicating a significant
sum of his or her own money, this person needs to be willing to leverage his or her personal and professional
relationships to encourage others to donate. This visionary philanthropist will need a strong interest in art and a
strong will to lead this project as his or her legacy.
The City of Tempe will also need to be a committed partner. The City owns the land and will make the ultimate
decisions about how that land will be used. One of the more novel and innovative aspects of the project is the
incorporation of large and small studio spaces where sculpture can be designed and fabricated, including large
metalworking shops, a foundry, and other workspaces where artists can bring their visions to reality. Building
these spaces without using any City money will require the City to lease the underlying land to the new nonprofit
organization, which would then finance, build, and maintain the buildings.
In addition, the City should strongly consider making this nonprofit the operator of the Tempe Center for the
Arts. This would release the City from its financial obligations and provide a revenue stream to help support the
operation of the sculpture park.
There are a number of roles for Arizona State University in this project. The school would have the opportunity to
get involved with programming in a variety of ways. The outdoor museum could be a showplace for the work of
faculty, students, and alumni on a rotating basis. It could house a few interesting pieces from the ASU Art Museum
and help direct more visitors to the university’s on-campus cultural attractions.
Perhaps most importantly, ASU alumni may be good targets for small and moderately-sized donations. Tapping
ASU’s established donor network could make a big difference and potentially raise several million dollars.
The Downtown Tempe Authority would have a similar role in organizing the downtown business community
behind the project. Downtown property owners and its largest tenants are all potential contributors.
In addition, the DTA would likely have an ongoing role in operating the improved Tempe Arts Park. It will
probably make sense for the new nonprofit that will develop and manage the sculpture park to contract with DTA
for things like sanitation, security, and landscaping, and there will be a number of public space programs run by the
DTA in other downtown public spaces that will be logical to extend into the new Tempe Arts Park.
The major steps to creating a world-class sculpture garden at Tempe Arts Park are
1. Identifying and getting the participation of a key philanthropist to champion the project and chair the new
nonprofit organization.
2. Creating the new nonprofit organization.
3. Executing an agreement or set of agreements between the nonprofit and the City. The nonprofit will need
leases for land where the artists’ workshops will be built, a long-term management agreement for the park,
and another management agreement for the Tempe Center for the Arts.
4. Hiring a cultural programming firm, a landscape architect, and other consultants to create a vision and

concept design for the sculpture park. This would be funded by seed money contributed by the founding
organizations—the City, DTA, ASU, and the philanthropist.
5. Fundraising for the money to commission and purchase sculptures and build the park.
6. Purchasing existing sculptures and commissioning others.
7. Designing the park around its sculptures and other programming.
8. Designing and building the workshop spaces, rehearsal spaces, and other supporting facilities for the Tempe
arts campus, in consultation with artists and other future users of the spaces.
9. Continuing to fundraise for an endowment to support the maintenance of the art and the park and to
commission future works of art.
10. Operating the park, the TCA, and the rest of the Tempe arts campus.
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